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Project Overview  
 

One of the most popular tourist destinations on the east coast, the Outer Banks, can 

attract more than one million visitors in a single year. Obviously with staggering numbers like 

that, as well as all the full-time residents, businesses and other profit-based organizations would 

do anything to reap the rewards of such a growing tourist population. Especially business models 

that not only are profitable, but for people in the area, a necessity that helps them in the long run. 

When people plan these fun-filled vacations to get away from the stress, they may not consider 

the possibility of injury.  No matter how minor or major, most injuries need some form of 

medical attention.  

For this reason, we believe an Urgent Care would be the perfect business opportunity for 

the stretch of the Outer Banks located in Rodanthe, North Carolina. The Rodanthe Medical 

Center (RMC) is the perfect solution for the surrounding area. For the residents that live here and 

all of the tourists visiting, the closest form of medical attention they can receive is a 30–40-

minute drive depending on traffic.  In many cases, access to quick injury assessment is critical to 

saving lives.  Our facility will provide basic care services (broken bones, cold/flu treatment, 

etc.), however, major injuries that require serious care will be taken to the nearest hospital via 

ambulance or helicopter depending on the severity.  

The RMC is a one story, 4,500 square foot building. The purpose of this facility is to 

administer quick care and stabilize patients. Therefore, the RMC will not include overnight 

facilities, large medical equipment such as an MRI, or food services. The facility will be 

equipped with an x-ray machine, patient monitors, sterilizers, EKG machines, and anesthesia 

machines.  By keeping a smaller facility that does a few things well, we can ensure adequate 

patient care and lower maintenance costs. Another interesting facet of our design is the proximity 

to a helipad.  This helipad gives our facility the capability to provide expedient patient transport 

to larger, well-equipped medical facilities on either end of the islands.  

Not only do the people of Rodanthe need this facility, but it presents a fantastic business 

opportunity.  Our team is very skilled at construction projects of this nature, and we believe we 

are the best equipped to perform this project.  Throughout this proposal, you will see the 

thorough thought and design processes that went into this facility.  Our team wants to give the 

people of Rodanthe the medical center they deserve, and with this design that is exactly what we 

plan to do.   
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          Premier Construction is a medium sized general contractor based
out of Raleigh, North Carolina.  Along the east coast, we have completed
projects from Richmond, Virginia to Myrtle Beach, South Carolina.  We
specialize in heavy civil construction, but also have a division that
focuses on smaller vertical construction projects when we see a great
opportunity like the Rodanthe Medical Center.  Due to our company's
diverse nature, we have a highly skilled group of members that help lead
our company to success.  All of our projects have been completed with
the utmost care and expertise provided by our excellent team.   

Meet Our Team!
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Claire specializes in BIM modeling for our company. She has
several years of experience designing and modeling using Revit
for a range of project types from residential and heavy civil. Her
work on the project will give us detailed architectural drawings
and artistic renderings of projects to make it easy to visualize the
finished product.

Claire Morr is

Our Team's Specialties

Connor Noto

Connor specializes in the economics/business side of the
project as well as other things, in order to show investors/the
owner how great of an opportunity this is. He has many years
experience in business, working with clients to show them how
something will become profitable and why there is a need in
the first place. In regard to this project, he will be focusing on
the cost benefit analysis, as well as anything else dealing with
the economics and possible future business that will go in this
building we are creating. 

Sagar Chinnappala

Sagar is one of our project managers who specializes in
temporary structures. He is always taking into consideration
the safety and the stability of the structures. At the job site, he
will design the outdoor scaffolding and elevated platform
design. He has years of experience in design and knows how
to choose the appropriate materials for any given job.

Ryan King

Ryan is our other project manager for Premier Construction who
specializes in sustainability. He has a Bachelor's Degree in
Construction Engineering and Management from Virginia Tech and
has five combined years of field and office experience in
commercial construction management. Ryan will be in charge of
the pre-construction estimating for this project which includes
making sustainable choices for materials and equipment.
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Our Team's Specialties

Linley specializes in safety and risk management for Premier
Construction.  She has several years experience working as a head
superintendent, and took a job working at Premier as the Head Safety
Manager.  Her work on this project will include a detailed hazard analysis
for the proposed development, job specific hazard analysis forms for the
trade partners, and she is writing the 2021-2022 edition of our safety
protocols manual. 

Linley Pierson

Martin Herman

Martin is our general superintendent who specializes in site
logistics and scheduling for Premier Construction. He has many
years of experience with allocating sites effectively for civil and
commercial projects, working directly with superintendents to
ensure safety requirements are always met. He also values schedule
important at the utmost for projects, making sure to satisfy owners
with timely project completions. His work on the project will
primarily focus on detailed site logistics and safety overview,
making sure to avoid clashes and promote efficiency.

Robert Gagne

Robert specializes in the project schedule and estimation for Premier
Construction.  He has gained several years of experience in planning
and coordinating project costs and schedules by working hand in hand
with owners and subcontractors.  He values the need for accuracy and
transparency, as the scope of a project can vary significantly, all parties
involved need to share a common understanding of expectations.  His
work on the project will primarily focus on detailed cost analysis and
construction scheduling, making sure that the project runs on time and
on budget.
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Site Selection & Concept Site Plan 
 

Prior to selection of a site for our Urgent Care Center facility, it was important to explore 

every available option in Rodanthe County and assess the potential advantages and 

disadvantages of these various options. Our team was able to narrow our options down to two 

potential sites using the following criteria: 

• Close Proximity to Rondathe Bridge Project 

o Easy access to bridge for ambulance transportation 

• Privately Owned by Local Resident or by Dare County 

o Easier negotiations when purchasing the land 

• Vacant Lot 

o Little to no demolition costs 

• Easy Access to Main Road (HWY NC-12) 

o Quick access for ambulance transportation 

The first site, shown in Fig 1, is located at 0 HWY NC-12 in Rodanthe. This site is 

located just south of the lay down area for the Rodanthe Bridge Project. the availability of vacant 

land located on this island that would allow for a project this size is surprisingly slim. Most of 

the “vacant” land located in Rodanthe is residential property used for driveways or seclusion, 

meaning our team would be unable to purchase it for commercial construction.  However, this 

first site our team located is vacant, and is not currently being used by the owner.  In addition, 

this site borders county-owned property that features a helicopter pad. Considering potential 

cases of severe trauma, our team decided that this site would be probably be ideal for an Urgent 

Care Center. The site features enough area for construction material laydown and construction 

vehicle traffic. This site allows our project to meet the planning and zoning requirements 

discussed in the Conceptual Design portion of this proposal.  This site met all the criteria listed 

above, and conveniently had a helicopter pad located right next door.    

The second site our team considered, shown in Fig 2, is located at 0 Atlantic Drive in 

Rodanthe. This site is located further south than the selected location and is directly next to the 

local Emergency Medical Services (EMS) station. This site is 32,000 square feet, is vacant, 

privately owned and is right off the main road.  However, as stated before, it is further south than 

Site 1, which does not meet our criteria of being close to the Rodanthe Bridge.  The proximity to 

the EMS station caught our interest, so this site is also a viable option for the medical center.  
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Figure 1: Site Choice 1 - Red Outline Indicates Chosen Parcel 11
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Figure 2: Site Choice 2 - Red Outline Indicates Chosen Parcel 12



Cost-Benefit Analysis  

Justification 

One of the major reasons our project team believes in the undertaking of this urgent care 

is because it will benefit greatly the people of Rodanthe, while also being a profitable business. 

Research over the past years shows that urgent care visits have been up significantly, and 

especially with the introduction of COVID-19, we believe that visits to medical centers such as 

urgent cares will continue to grow exponentially. The total population of Dare County is 37,009 

people, with the majority being older folks, who on average require more attentive medical care. 

The closest urgent care to these people is more than 30 minutes away, and can discourage people 

from seeking medical help when they believe they need it. On top of that, this label dubbed the 

Outer Banks is a very tourist heavy economy, so with tourists coming in and out very frequently, 

many minor injuries can be fixed at an urgent care, and we can definitely count on tourists 

visiting our facility. For all of these reasons, we expected a yearly average of 17,500 people with 

our main target demographic being teens and young adults (10-20) and older people beginning to 

require more care (45+). This is taken from seeing around 40-50 people per day, which at first 

may be difficult but once we establish our business, we believe is definitely possible. Because of 

this obvious help to the local community, we would be trying to attain private funding from 

certain individuals and organizations that want to see this area be the best and safest it can 

possibly be.  

Site Selection 

 In order to actually choose a site, our team performed a cost benefit analysis, as well as a 

break-even analysis for each site. First, the different sites, each one has specific benefits and 

costs associated with it, so for that reason the team must weigh them all together and make a 

decision that will best help the community and the business. Site #1 is listed at 0 NC 12 Hwy, 

Rodanthe, NC 27968. This site has no existing construction, but lots of land development would 

be needed. One pro for this site is there is a helipad across the street, but this site is not on the 

main road and zoned for residential. Site #2 is located at 0 Atlantic Drive, Rodanthe, NC, 27968 

and it is on a main road running through Rodanthe, and has no existing construction on the site. 

This site is also very near other businesses and, more specifically an EMS Station which means 

if someone comes into the Urgent Care with a minor injury and it turns out to be more serious, 

the EMS can bring them to a hospital quicker with a faster response time. The last site, site #3 is 

also listed at 0 NC 12 Hwy, Rodanthe, NC 27968, and is actually sitting between site #2 and the 

main road. This site is a lot larger than the other two but it is on a main road as well as near the 

helipad. 

 Now, looking at the actual Cost Benefit Analysis, we wanted to explain the validity of 

some of the numbers. First of all, because Site #1 is zoned for commercial business, but the other 

sites are not, there would be a cost and a major time commitment to rezoning those areas, as we 

would need to work with the local government and community and explain to them why we 

believe this will help. Next, to attain the expected cost of the sites, we went back and checked the 

last deed transfer, how much it was and when it was, and used inflation and nearby property 

values to get a realistic estimate of how much buying the land would cost. Then, we looked at 
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each site, the trees, soil, and everything we would need to remove and estimated a land 

development cost to change the configuration so we would be able to actually build there. Taking 

all this into account, we estimated a ballpark amount for the construction and design costs of the 

entire buildout of the facility, by comparing similar size facilities, and a resale value after 20 

years, to allow flexibility for the owner if they want to change their ideas. We also looked at how 

much it would cost per year on average to actually run the facility, in terms of payroll, machines, 

day to day expenses and other things. It can be quite expensive to run an urgent care, as payroll 

usually is high and the equipment maintenance and use can be expensive. Lastly, we carefully 

calculated an average revenue using the average amount of patients we expect to see, as research 

shows that the average cost of an urgent care trip for a consumer is around $100, and multiplied 

that to get an expected average yearly revenue of $1,575,000, which would be less in the 

beginning but would become close to that number as time goes on.  

 Also included with the cost benefit analysis, our team included a break-even analysis, 

which will show when we expect the business on each site to become profitable, based on the 

overall costs of construction versus the yearly revenue. Site #1 will break even after January of 

year 2 which for investors we believe is an impressive feat, with all of the equipment, hiring, and 

other expenses going into this project. For Site #2, the business will break even during August of 

the second year, which is later than the previous site, but as we will see there are pros to site #1 

that site #2 cannot match. And lastly, for Site #3, the urgent care will break even after May of 

year 3, which is by far the longest time to break even, but can be explained due to the much 

larger overall site and higher land development costs. We believe all of these sites offer many 

opportunities for investors to make their money back relatively quickly, and depending on the 

size of the site it can be quicker, or less quick.  

Specifically looking at the “Benefits” section of the cost benefit analysis it shows a side-

by-side comparison of each of the listed possible benefits we came up with. Site #2 has the 

benefits of being close to the EMS station, which the others are not as close, as well as having no 

rezoning and the least time to break even, which for inventors can be very important, because 

they are worried about making their money back most importantly, but this site also has the 

smallest area, but that's because it is closest to other business, which can increase the amount of 

people becoming customers. In terms of Site #1, this site has a slightly bigger area of land, but 

does not face a main road which could be troublesome because people may not realize it is there. 

On the other hand, it has the closest vicinity to a helipad, which in case of an emergency can help 

to save someone's life if they need to be lifted to a hospital. Lastly, with Site #3, it has the largest 

area, which gives us more room to place things, which in turns gives us the highest resale value, 

for if the investors realize they want to change the business plan or relocate, that remains a viable 

option. But with such a large area, the front-loaded costs will be larger, and a much higher land 

development cost will be incurred to remove all of the trees and other plants that exist on the site 

currently.  
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Cost Benefit Analysis for Different Possible Sites in Dare County, North Carolina

Site #1 Site #2 Site #3

Basic Information Listed Address 0 Atlantic Drive 0 NC-12 HWY 0 NC 12 HWY

Total Land Area (SF) 32,000 37,500 54,000

Land Zoning Commercial Residential Residential

Previous Property Use Vacant Land Vacant Land Vacant Land

Tax Year Land Value $156,000) $58,800) $84,400)

Existing Construction No No No

Parcel # 012738000 012546000 012545001

Population of Dare County 37,009 37,009 37,009

Average patients seen per year 17,500 17,500 17,500

Target Market population-(Ages 10-20, and 45+) 25,000 25,000 25,000

Costs Cost of Rezoning - $3,000) $3,000)

Last Deed Transfer Sale Price $213,645) - $600,000)

Last Deed Transfer Year 2014 - 2005

Cost of Land (adjusted from last deed transfer) $236,078 $535,754 $803,400

Operations Cost (payroll, technology, maintenance, etc) $350,000 $350,000 $350,000

Land Development Cost $640,000 $750,000 $1,080,000

Expected Average Yearly Revenue $1,575,000 $1,575,000 $1,575,000

Expected Resale Value (after 20 Years) $1,167,313 $1,601,844 $1,989,930

Expected Design Cost $75,000) $75,000) $75,000)

Expected Construction Cost- check this again $750,000) $750,000) $750,000)

Property Tax Cost $922.59) $347.74) $499.14)

Benefits Closest to EMS Station x

Biggest Area x

Vicinity to Helipad x

Highest Expected Resale Value x

Highest Land Development Cost x

Earliest Expected Break Even Point x

Lowest Rezoning Hassle x

Closest Vicinity to other businesses x

Table 1 - Cost Benefit Analysis
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Cost Benefit Analysis for Possible Site Locations.xlsx R vs C Model 2

Year Revenue Cost

1 1000000 $2,113,754.22)

2 2000000 $2,464,101.96)

3 3125000 $2,814,449.70)

4 4250000 $3,164,797.44)

Figure 3 - CBA Break Even Model for Site 1
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Cost Benefit Analysis for Possible Site Locations.xlsx R vs C Model 1

Year Revenue Cost

1 1,000,000 1,701,078

2 2,000,000 2,052,000

3 3,125,000 2,402,923

4 4,250,000 2,753,845

Figure 4 - CBA Break Even Model for Site 2
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Cost Benefit Analysis for Possible Site Locations.xlsx R vs C Model 3

Year Revenue Cost

1 1000000 $2,711,400)

2 2000000 $3,061,899.14)

3 3125000 $3,412,398.28)

4 4250000 $3,762,897.42)

Figure 5 - CBA Model For Combined Sites
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Conclusion 

In conclusion, our project team weighed out the pros and cons of each of the sites, but 

one problem we ran into with site #2 was that it was difficult to find a location for material 

laydown, and that would be an extra expense on top of the already existing expenses. While for 

the other two sites, the helipad in the immediate vicinity would be a great location to place 

materials. For this reason, our project team decided on a combination of both site #1 and #3. We 

propose to use site #3 as it is to house our actual facility, as it definitely large enough to hold the 

lost, building, and any other thing we need, but then also purchase a small sliver of site #3, and 

use it as a connecting roadway to make it easier for laydown of materials. As can be seen in the 

break-even analysis, this will be a much larger cost upfront, but it helps us by giving us main 

road space, a good material laydown area, and a big enough space for us to build what is being 

asked.   
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Final Site Selection  

As discussed in the Cost Benefit Analysis, our team decided to go with Site 1.  While Site 

2 was a viable option at the beginning, a site of this size is far too small for the project and would 

most likely result in a cramped and unsafe construction site with minimal area for machinery and 

material storage. In addition, the small size of the site would most likely lead to a product that 

would not meet building requirements of Dare County. Considering the lack of space and 

potential for disaster if Site 2 was used, Site 1 was clearly the better option.   

The Cost Benefit Analysis broke down the costs for using the entirety of each site. 

However, our final proposed site, shown in Fig. 6 below, depicts us only using a small portion of 

the third site in order to reduce costs.  This is possible because we can fit the building and 

parking lot comfortably on Site 1, so we only need access to the helipad through the most 

northern part of site 3, which is shown in Fig 6.   

Site 1 provided sufficient space to allow the building to have the square footage 

necessary with room to comply to the zoning requirements of Dare County.  Fig 7 shows the 

proximity of the chosen site to the Rodanthe Bridge Project, which, as one can see, is quite close.  

This means we achieved the closeness that was part of the original criteria, and ambulances that 

need to travel north to the hospital will have easy access to the fastest route.    

DWG 1 shows a preliminary site plan with elevations.  This drawing will help our 

surveying team determine how much earthwork needs to be complete in order to level off the site 

before we can lay the foundation.  This earthwork will include what is needed for the access road 

to the helipad.   
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Figure 6 - Proposed Site Layout - Dimensions given to show compliance to zoning requirements.
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Rodanthe Bridge

Proposed Location

Figure x - Wide View of Proposed SiteFigure 7 - Selected Site Proximity to Rodanthe Bridge
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Like these photos, our urgent care center
will be a single story building. The left

image inspires our design goal of simple
lines to exemplify professionalism and

cleanliness of the facility. The right
image incorporates the idea of large

clear signage that calls out our center as
a place for medical services.

Patient rooms will have a simple design
with modern decor and fixtures. Rooms
will be individual space (as opposed to

only divided by curtains) to provide
patients with full privacy. 

The interior will strive to portray a
similar atmosphere of professionalism
while featuring calming colors and soft

lighting. 

Building/Structural Concepts
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Planning,   Zoning,   and   Environmental   Considerations     
  

Planning   and   Zoning   Considerations   
As   shown   in   the   site   layout   for   our   project,   the   total   hardscape   coverage   of   this   site   is   

31,000   sq   ft.,   which   is   within   code   limit   of   max   allowable   lot   coverage   60%.   The   edges   of   the   
hardscape   also   meet   Dare   County   code   with   a   150   ft   setback   from   NC   12,   roughly   50   foot   rear   
yard   and   a   minimum   side   yard   setback   of   30   feet.   Because   this   is   a   one   story   building,   the   
maximum   height   and   floor   level   will   not   exceed   52   feet   and   35   feet   respectively.   The   maximum   
gross   building   size   will   be   around   52,300   square   feet   and   it   too   will   not   violate   the   20,000   square   
foot   restriction.   Finally,   the   use   of   this   land   as   a   medical   center   does   not   violate   the   general   use   
restriction.   
  

Dare   County   code   lists   the   following   requirements:   minimum   front   setback   15ft,   minimum   side  
yard   is   10   ft   unless   there   is   a   common   wall,   minimum   rear   yard   of   20ft,   maximum   floor   level   
35ft   above   lowest   ground   grade,   maximum   height   52   ft   from   ground   to   highest   point,   maximum   
gross   building   size   is   20,00ft.[1]   
  

Environmentals   Considerations   
  

According   to   the   North   Carolina   Department   of   Environmental   Quality   [2],   there   are   
several   considerations   that   need   to   be   made   by   anyone   planning   to   do   construction   in   the   area.   
Most   of   the   environmental   considerations   are   due   to   the   site’s   close   proximity   to   large   bodies   of   
water.   
The   following   is   a   list   of   permits   required   to   complete   this   project,   found   on   the   North   Carolina   
DEQ   website.  
  

Post   Construction   Stormwater   Permit:    Applies   to   new   developments   and   other   construction   
activities   that   may   result   in   stormwater   drainage   into   certain   sensitive   waters.   In   addition   to   
these   requirements,   non-residential   development   activities   within   twenty   coastal   counties   that   
disturb   less   than   one   acre   of   land,   but   add   more   than   10,000   square   feet   of   built   upon   area   
require   a   permit.   

This   permit   is   required   due   to   the   stormwater   collection   taking   place   in   close   proximity   to   
the   Pamlico   Sound   Lagoon.   The   permit   must   be   acquired   by   the   NC   Department   of   Energy   or   a   
local   jurisdiction.   Following   this   permit   requires   contractors   to   follow   guidelines   to   reduce   
stormwater   draining   into   sensitive   bodies   of   water.   
  

Sewer   Extensions:    Allows   for   the   construction   and   operation   of   new   sewer   systems   by   the   
designated   owner.   Sewer   systems   may   consist   of   gravity   mains,   force   mains   and   pump   stations   
used   for   the   purpose   of   conveying   wastewater   to   a   designated   wastewater   treatment   facility.   
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This   permit   is   required   to   make   additions   to   the   sewer   system   which   our   project   might   do   
if   a   septic   tank   will   not   cover   our   needs.   The   permit   is   given   by   the    N.C.   Division   of   Water   
Resources   (DWR)   –   Municipal   Permitting   Branch.   Following   this   permit   requires   contractors   to   
follow   guidelines   when   altering   a   sewer   line.     
  

Water   Supply   System   Plans   and   Specifications   Approval:    Construction   of   or   alteration   of   a   
public   water   supply   system.   

This   permit   is   required   when   creating   or   adding   onto   the   public   water   system.   We   will   
need   this   permit   due   to   the   alteration   of   the   water   lines   for   our   new   building.   The   permit   is   
distributed   by   N.C.   Division   of   Water   Resources,   Public   Water   Supply   Section.   The   permit   
requires   contractors   to   follow   restrictions   and   guidelines   when   installing   additions   to   the   public   
water   supply.   
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Building Information Modeling

Our team used Revit to create a virtual 3D model of the medical center. This model will

help the developer and contractors visualize the final product and make coordination between

trades easier. DWG 2 (Sheet A-1) shows the overall floor plan of the building which features

doctors offices and exam rooms, an x-ray machine and viewing room, and a pharmacy. All

hallways and 2 out of three bathrooms are handicap accessible. DWG 4 and DWG 5 (Sheets A-3

and A-4) show exterior elevations from each side. The exterior will have cedar shake siding to be

similar to surrounding structures and an awning out front to allow vehicles to drop off patients at

the door. DWG 3, DWG 6 and DWG 7 (Sheets A-2, A-5, and A-6) show 3D interior renderings

of key rooms in the medical center. DWG 3 (Sheet A-2) shows the waiting room and a typical

office; DWG 6 (Sheet A-5) shows the kitchen and breakroom area; and DWG 7 (Sheet A-6)

shows a typical exam room.

Detailed Site Plan

Shown in DWG 8 are the existing conditions, including elevation and the existing water

and power lines.  Our team plans to use the existing utility lines in order to reduce costs and keep

underground construction to a minimum.  We will connect to the water main, located under the

main road.  This will require road closure, but if everything goes according to plan, it should take

less than a week.  The parking lot will consist of 30 parking spaces, as well as a drive-through

awning for convenience during poor weather conditions.
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Structural Calculations

Following the final architectural design, the foundation, walls, and roof system had to be

designed for structural integrity. For the roof design, we had to specifically consider the size of

wind loads on the roof and design for bending stress. After the roof design, we designed the

studs which comply with International Building Code Essentials for Wood Construction. Finally,

we found that the most cost effective foundation design was a modified strip foundation.

Considering the scope of work for this project, certain factors had to be included, not limited to

geographical location, construction style, and foundation type.

Roof Design

The roof design is a gable roof with a 4/12 slope from the top of the roof and with a 1

foot hang off on each side of the roof. The total length of the roof is 77 feet which means each

plank can be spaced 7 feet apart on center. The dead load includes the self weight of the beams,

shingles, sheathing and insulation [1]. The snow load comes from the Applied Technology

Council, totaling at 10psf [2]. The live load comes to 20psf [1].

The most important portion of the roof design would be the wind loading on it, as Dare

County experiences hurricanes regularly.  After referencing the Applied Technology Council, the

worst weather conditions were used as the design factor for this roof.  The proposed site exists in

a Risk III area, winds expected to exceed 140 mph, the roof is expected to have to endure wind

loads exceeding 50 psf [2]. We then assumed an 8x10 roof joist to factor in an initial dead load

for the joist.
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We raised the size of the joist until we found a beam that had a large enough section

modulus to resist bending moment. Then we also checked shear and ensured that the roof would

be strong enough for the design loads. The final SYP lumber size was 10” x 10”.
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Roof Calculations April 11, 2021 Chinnappala, Gagne

≔w1 67.44 ―
lb

ft

≔P1 6.02 lb

≔ljoist 32 ft

Choose 10x10" syp

≔Fb 1100 ――
lb

in
2

≔Fv 80 ――
lb

in
2

≔Vmax 1099.27 lb

≔Mmax ⋅8959 ft lb

≔A 90.25 in
2

≔Sx 142.9 in
3

≔fb =――
Mmax

Sx
752.33 ――

lb

in
2

≔fv =――――
⋅1.5 Vmax

A
18.27 ――

lb

in
2

design bending stress < ultimate bending stress 

 752.33 psi < 1100psi

design shear stress < ultimate shear stress

18.27psi < 80 psi
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Foundation Design
The slab pour for the RNC was designed to minimize span length, and depth for the

one-way slab. With a continuous strip footing surrounding the perimeter, as well as two strips

evenly spaced under the center of the building pad, provides ample structural support for the

RNC.

The maximum floor loading experienced within the RNC is 100 psf, and this loading is

consistent throughout most of the building.  Through experience and ACI requirements, we

chose to minimize slab thickness while still providing adequate strength.  The decision was made

to design the foundation as a one way simply supported slab.  For the slab design we chose to use

normal weight concrete, as it is readily available.

For the slab design, through loading, we found the maximum moment designed for

bending stress and maximum deflection.  Then with a reference to the ACI manual it was

determined that a slab thickness of 12.5” would be the best solution for the RNC [3].  The strip

footings were designed in accordance with ACI to minimize span length, thereby minimizing the

slab thickness.  The solution was a 16” wide slab, 25’ center to center, which provides enough

strength to resist the forces of both the floor and slab [3]. Finally, we designed rebar to maximize

flexural strength in the footings. These calculations came from determining the maximum

moments and then designing the thickness of the rebar along with spacing them out to ensure

ease of constructability and flexural strength. The results are shown in Table 2.
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Foundation Calculation April 11, 2021         Chinnappala, Gagne

Simply Supported Strip Footing

≔l 25 ft

≔h =―
l

24
12.5 in

≔wl =⋅100 ――
lb

ft
2
1 ft 100 ―

lb

ft

≔hfeet =⋅12.5 in 12 in 150 in2

≔wd =⋅⎛⎝hfeet⎞⎠ 150 ――
lb

ft
3

156.25 ―
lb

ft

≔wu =+⋅1.6 wl ⋅1.2 wd 347.5 ―
lb

ft

≔L =-25 ft 16 in 23.667 ft

Factored Moments

≔A =⋅⋅――
-1

24
wu L2 ⋅-8.11 103 ⋅lb ft

≔B =⋅⋅―
1

14
wu L2 ⎛⎝ ⋅1.39 104 ⎞⎠ ⋅lb ft

≔C =⋅⋅――
-1

10
wu L2 ⋅-1.946 104 ⋅lb ft

≔D =⋅⋅―
1

16
wu L

2 ⎛⎝ ⋅1.216 104 ⎞⎠ ⋅lb ft
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Location A B C D

Mu -8114.6 13910.7 -19474.9 12171.8

Mn(in*k) -97.3752 166.9284 -233.6988 146.0616

As 0.259927127 0.445587988 0.623820621 0.389887487

Asmin 0.2484 0.2484 0.2484 0.2484

Select Bars #5 bar @12" #6 bar @9" #6 bar @6" #6 bar @12"

Actual As 0.31 0.586666667 0.88 0.44

a 0.455882353 0.862745098 1.294117647 0.647058824

Actual Mn(in*k) 121.3102941 222.4156863 322.2352941 169.6588235

C 0.53633218 1.014994233 1.522491349 0.761245675

Epsilont 0.034756452 0.016950852 0.010300568 0.023601136

Table 2 - Foundation Calculation Aid
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Scaffolding

The scaffolding system for the RNC is 15 feet high with two levels and spans the entire

perimeter of the building. Along with these dimensions, the scaffold is also designed for a 3.0

factor of safety to ensure that it will not collapse during construction.

Loading is subjective but because the scaffolding will be mainly used for carpentry we

assumed a 50 psf load[4]. Through experience and research, we chose a length of a typical bearer

and plank is 4ft, and 5ft respectively. For the plank design we also chose a Douglas Fir Plank

which is typical and widely available for scaffolding.

For the plank design, through loading, we found the maximum moment designed for

bending stress. Then we estimated the minimum depth for a section modulus for the moment and

deduced that a 1 inch nominal plank is ideal. The bearer design was the same process with a

factor of safety applied to the yield stress. The solution is a nominal 2.5”A36 schedule 40 steel

pipe. Finally, the posts were designed using first a bending stress and then a critical buckling

stress. We found that a 1.5” standard steel pipe was large enough to resist these forces.
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Rodanthe Medical Center March 19, 2021   Chinnappala, Sagar
Scaffolding Design

Preliminary Scaffolding Design

Outdoor Scaffolding System
Duty Level: Medium Duty (carpentry and light framing)
Design load = 50 psf
Douglas Fir Plank

≔FOS 3
≔Fb 900 ――

lb

in
2

Plank Design

≔lplank 5 ft

≔Pmax 50 ――
lb

ft
2
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Rodanthe Medical Center March 19, 2021   Chinnappala, Sagar
Scaffolding Design

≔w =⋅Pmax 1 ft 50 ―
lb

ft

≔Mmax =―――
⋅w lplank

2

8
156.25 ⋅lb ft

≔Sx =――
Mmax

Fb
2.083 in3

≔d =
‾‾‾‾‾‾

⋅―
6

12
Sx 0.295 ⋅ft

―
1

2
in

Choose a nominal 1" plank

Bearer Design

≔lbearer 4 ft

≔Fy ⋅36 103 ――
lb

in
2

≔Fb =――
Fy

4.0
⎛⎝ ⋅9 103 ⎞⎠ ――

lb

in
2

≔w =⋅50 ――
lb

ft
2
5 ft 250 ―

lb

ft

≔Mmax =――――
⋅w lbearer

2

8
500 ⋅lb ft

≔Sx =――
Mmax

Fb
0.667 in3

Select 2.5" schedule 40 A36 steel pipe

Steel Post

≔level 2
≔lplank 5 ft
≔height 7.5 ft

≔Pmax 50 lb

=lbearer 4 ft
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Rodanthe Medical Center March 19, 2021   Chinnappala, Sagar
Scaffolding Design

P1 = level * lplank* Pmax * lbearer*0.5 = 1000lb

P2 = 1/2P1 = 500lb

≔P1 1000 lb

≔P2 500 lb

≔Pall 1000 lb

Try 1.5" standard steel pipe

≔r 0.63 in ≔Diameterpost 2.375 in
≔A 0.799 in2 ≔Diameterbearer 2.875 in
≔S 0.326 in3

≔E ⋅29 106 ――
lb

in
2

≔Fbs =―――――
⋅π

2 E

⋅
⎛
⎜
⎝
―――
height

r

⎞
⎟
⎠

2

4.0

⎛⎝ ⋅3.506 103 ⎞⎠ ――
lb

in
2

≔Fy ⋅36 103 ――
lb

in
2

≔FOS 3.0

≔Fy =――
Fy

FOS
⎛⎝ ⋅1.2 104 ⎞⎠ ――

lb

in
2

≔PTheory =⋅Fbs A
⎛⎝ ⋅2.801 103 ⎞⎠ lb

Ptheory < Pall. Therefore, it works.

Combined Stress

≔e =+⋅―
1

2
Diameterpost ⋅―

1

2
Diameterbearer 2.625 in

≔Fcs =+―
P1

A
――

⋅P2 e

S
⎛⎝ ⋅5.278 103 ⎞⎠ ――

lb

in
2

Combined Stress = 12,000psi > Design Combined Stress = 5,278 psi
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Geotechnical Exploration and Influence on Temporary Structures

The soil present on this jobsite is Duckston fine sand(DtA) [1]. It has 0-2% slopes and
occasionally floods [1]. The USCS classification symbol is SP-SM or Poorly graded sand with
silt [1]. The water content for our foundation is measured at 3.5% and the bulk density is 103
pounds for cubic foot [1].

Given the soil, we can assume that this is a fine sand with medium dense properties [2].
This means that the failure plane is 27 degrees and the Ka = 0.38 [2]. To find cohesion one must
perform a triaxial shear test, however, with our resources this is not possible. Instead, we can
predict cohesion based on other properties, which comes out to 420 pounds per square foot [3].

The cohesion factor is the largest uncertainty in the assumptions that we made during the
design process. According to the soil condition, cohesion is 420 pounds per square foot [3].
Therefore, the soil, for the foundation that we have designed, does not need any temporary
structure or bracing to ensure the trench does not collapse during the pour.
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Geotechnical Exploration and 
Influences on Temporary 
Structures April 13, 2021 Chinnappala, Sagar

Type of Soil:

- Duckston Fine Sand DtA
- 0-2% slopes
- Occasionaly flooded
- AASHTO Classification: A-3(0)
- USCS Classification: SP-SM Poorly graded sand with Silt
- Bulk Density = 103pcf
- Gs = 2.65
- w% = 3.5%

Assume weight to be 1 lb

≔W lb

≔w %3.5
≔Gs 2.65

≔φw 62.4 ――
lb

ft
3

≔Ws =――
W

+1 w
0.966 lb

≔WW =-W Ws 0.034 lb

≔φm 103 ――
lb

ft
3

≔e =-―――――
⋅⋅Gs φw (( +1 w))

φm
1 0.662

From table 5.5 Fine sand with medium dense properties
≔ϕ 27

≔Ka 0.38

≔c 420 ――
lb

ft
2

≔h 12.5 in

Therefore, no supports are 
needed.≔Pa =-⋅⋅φm h Ka ⋅⋅2 c ‾‾‾.38 -477.04 ――

lb

ft
2
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Means and Methods

Introduction
For this project, our team decided to break down the scope of work into crucial phases in order to

maximize our efficiency and organize the machinery and equipment we will require for each phase. Since

this project takes place on the mainland, we will not require the same machinery we used for the

Rodanthe Bridge Project, which will in hand save us money in this aspect of the project. Our project is

broken down into three major phases, preconstruction, construction, and post construction, with the

construction phase being further broken down into milestones for Pre-Building, Foundation, Framing,

Mechanical/Electrical/Plumbing Systems, Finishes, and Concluding Sitework.

Preconstruction Phase

In our pre construction phase, which will require no specific construction equipment or

machinery, our team will very carefully focus on the project design and planning. This will require

constant collaboration between the team and subcontractors, as well as the owner. Resources such as

RSMeans, estimating software BluBeam, scheduling software Microsoft Project, and Building

Information Modeling softwares Navisworks and Autodesk will be implemented in this phase of

construction. Utilizing these resources will help assist the designing and planning features of this project

to create a clear goal, visualization, cost estimates, and plan of action for the construction phase.

Furthermore, the team will have to work together to gather necessary information and permits, develop an

environmental analysis, and start procurement. At the conclusion of this phase, the team will have a clear

understanding of all scopes of the project and necessary requirements.

Construction Phase
Following the preconstruction preparations, our team will be able to begin working on the

construction phase, starting with the Pre-Building milestone. In this portion of the construction phase, our

team will prioritize site mobilization, gathering materials, equipment, and relevant people and getting
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them on the jobsite. Our team will need to be very cautious with material and equipment placement as

well as making sure irrelevant people are not present to clutter up the site. After completion of

procurement and mobilization, we will start work on the site, removing vegetation and other debris from

the building footprint, as well as grading the land to make sure it matches our criteria from our design

plan. This will help create a stable foundation for our structure. For this scope of work, we will need an

excavator to clear the land and prepare it for grading. This process will focus on the removal of

vegetation, debris, and shrubbery on the site that will impede the construction of the structure. In order to

clear the site of the gathered up debris, a dump truck will be required to haul the waste from the jobsite to

the nearest waste removal site. For the premise of this project, we will be able to use the same waste

management facility that was used for the Rodanthe Bridge Project. Once all of the debris is removed, we

will be able to use the excavator and a grader to make the land slope and elevation adhere to the design

plans and local criteria. In preparation for the plumbing system in the structure, a trencher will be used to

create a trench to connect the local water supply line and sewer line to the building. In addition, electrical

line locations and connections will have to be prepared and anticipated for the electrical rough-in.

After the site has been cleared and leveled, the next milestones of work will begin. The

Foundation milestone pertains to the structural foundation and foundational concrete slab of the

building. We will need material procured in the Pre-Building milestone ready and on standby for

the structural footings and reinforcement. The Footings will be laid out, dug, reinforced,

inspected and poured. Upon the completion of the footings, multiple concrete mixer trucks will

be required to perform the concrete slab-on-grade for the foundation of the structure. These

vehicles will need to be timed accordingly so that the slab remains up to standard and there is no

issue with the validity of the concrete.

Once the foundation is complete, we will move into the next milestone: Framing. Our

framing system will be wood framed, so no heavy machinery will be necessary with the

exception of reach forklifts (lulls) to help transport the required framing. Moving forward with
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the roofing and exterior work, scaffolding as well as personal fall arrest systems and safety

precautions will be required to protect laborers working on the roof of the building. Again, a

reach forklift (lull) will be used to assist with the roofing process and lifting large material to the

top of the first story. Initially, a roof truss system will be set, followed by the roof frame. Our

team will utilize scissor lifts to allow workers access to the roof in the framing phase before the

roofing starts.  Once the framing process is complete, the roof plywood, paper, and shingles will

be installed in the same order. Once the roofing is complete, exterior finishes will be prioritized.

Following the completion of the Framing Milestone, the Construction Phase of the

project will shift to the Mechanical/Electrical/Plumbing System Milestone. The Mechanical,

Electrical, and Plumbing rough-ins will have to take place initially and when it is less crowded

inside of the building (before insulation, drywall, paint and interior finishes). For interior work

like this, no special construction machinery will be used besides standard equipment and ladders,

but careful planning of days must be done to avoid trade stacking when it is unnecessary.  As a

solution to this potential problem, we have decided to begin with a mechanical rough-in, from

the left side of the building to the right, followed a couple days afterward by the plumbing

rough-in, and the electrical rough-in a few days after plumbing. All of these trades will be

working from left to right to avoid clutter inside. This will result in all specialty trades having

enough space to work, but also using workdays as efficiently as possible.

Upon completion of the Mechanical/Electrical/Plumbing Systems Milestone, our team

will move onto the Finishes Milestone which will focus on Insulation, Drywall, Interior Trim,

Flooring, and Paint. These tasks will not require much heavy machinery or equipment, but will

require trade specific equipment. Once all of these tasks are completed, the
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Mechanical/Electrical/Plumbing Systems can be completed with the required finishing touches

(fixtures, outlets, connections, etc.).

Afterwards, the project will move into the final phase of construction: Concluding

Sitework. Here, we will work on the exterior site itself again, focusing on landscaping and the

parking lot. In terms of heavy machinery, we will first need a motor grader to prepare our

proposed roadway area, followed by an asphalt mixing truck, and a compactor to construct the

parking lot and roadway. In addition, we will need a road marking machine to label all parking

spaces, centerlines, and other road markings. Considering the outdoor landscaping, typical

equipment such as shovels, rakes, leaf blowers, and hedge trimmers will be used to make the

exterior of the structure look presentable and professional. These tools will be used in hand with

the planting of new trees, plants, and shrubbery to complete a sophisticated and elegant exterior

look for our project. The completion of the exterior will mark the completion of the project,

where it will be prepared for a final punch list, inspection, and owner move-in.

Post Construction Phase
The Post Construction Phase of our project will focus on owner compliance and

satisfaction with our work. Our team will work closely with the owner and complete a punch list

to ensure all scopes of work are completed.  Commissioning will then take place to verify that all

systems are functioning properly and warranty verifications will be provided to the owner. In

these final events, the entire project site will be thoroughly cleaned and touch-up paint will be

applied where necessary. Following the cleaning, there will be a final walk through and

inspection with our team and the owner, and if everything is substantial and the owner is satisfied

then our work is complete and the owner can move in.
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Conclusion
Following through with our construction phases and milestones will help keep our team

organized and on track throughout the course of the project. In addition to organization, our team

will also be prepared for expectations of required machinery, equipment, and materials in each

milestone and phase of work and also ensure that subcontractors are not clashing together at the

jobsite. The implementation of our Means and Methods strategy will keep our team functioning

efficiently and allow us to demonstrate exemplary work to the owner.
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Safety Plan 

Introduction - Safety Plan  

The safety plan is a crucial portion of the construction process. The plan provides a standard 

and rules for all parties playing a role in the project to follow at all times. These guidelines, if followed 

properly and consistently, will help prevent injuries, jobsite setbacks, and promote productivity. It’s 

important for the safety plan to encompass all aspects of the project, from equipment usage to jobsite 

cleanliness. Providing this information in a way everyone can understand and making it available to 

everyone on site aids in removing certain liabilities from Premier Construction. These guidelines are 

detailed in the Premier Construction Safety Protocol Manual (2021-22 Edition). Along with the safety 

plan and safety protocols manual, our team has Jobsite Hazard Analysis Forms that we require all 

subcontractors working on our site to fill out every day.  These forms give our team day to day records 

of who was on site (companies and individual workers), what work was performed, what safety hazards 

were taken into account, and what special safety equipment was required (if any).  This form is provided 

in Fig    for the owner’s viewing, along with an example of how it will be filled out show in Fig    .  

Protocol - Safety Plan  

This Site-Specific Safety Plan is designed to outline the requirements associated with the 

construction process for the proposed development in Rodanthe, NC. These requirements and regulations 

will help limit the endangerment of our employees to health and safety hazards on the jobsite. All 

Premier Construction employees are held accountable to following these guidelines during operation. 

Premier Construction’s goal is to create and foster a safe environment for all employees and to ensure all 

regulations are consistently met. Premier Construction is dedicated to making sure all employees are 

knowledgeable on all required safety procedures and precautions during the construction process and 

implementing these techniques into their daily work routines. For this reason, all personnel will be 
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required to attend a safety orientation discussing typical safety precautions all workers should take as 

well as following up with a brief training session to ensure all workers are able to do what they are 

required. 

All workers should act responsibly with safety as the primary concern, and should not hesitate to 

speak with supervisors when seeing or partaking in actions that can endanger the lives of employees or 

the active environment around the jobsite. Failure to cooperate with the safety guidelines set forth could 

result in consequences as severe as termination from the jobsite.  

For our employees and workers, training and qualifications will be required when needed. All 

employees must partake in a jobsite safety orientation prior to beginning work and each employee is 

required to have a basic knowledge about proper Fall Protection, Scaffold and Ladder Safety, Potential 

Site Hazards, Personal Protective Equipment and Lock-Out/Tag-Out as per OSHA regulations. In order 

to operate heavy machinery or equipment, employees are required to have certificates and qualifications 

that enable them to do so.  

Meetings and Inspections will be conducted regularly to ensure everything is being performed to 

schedule and to code. A Pre-Construction Meeting will be held with all employees and personnel in order 

to assess required training and proper procedures before commencing work on the jobsite. Safety 

meetings will be held daily between the Safety Manager and subcontractor foremen prior to the start of 

work to ensure all subcontractors are on the same page, preventing unnecessary collisions. Safety 

meeting information must be relayed by foremen to their employees immediately after the meetings take 

place. Formal safety meetings among all staff will be held on Tuesday mornings every work week, prior 

to the start of work. The superintendent and project managers will continuously monitor jobsite safety. 

Weekly formal inspections will be conducted by Premier Construction to assure that all safety 

regulations and guidelines are being followed by all staff, with no exceptions. In addition, jobsite 

cleanliness will be inspected at the end of every workday. 
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Risk Mitigation Plan 

Following a similar matrix to the one used in the Rodanthe Bridge project, our team analyzed 

potential hazards that could occur on the proposed development project jobsite. These possible hazards 

were grouped into three categories: Environmental, On-Site Safety, and Administrative. Within the 

matrix, the specific hazards are listed and described in the appropriate category and include the affected 

parties. Following the descriptions, the hazard is given a severity rating from one through five, with five 

being the most severe (ex: Hurricane) and one being the least severe (ex: rain showers). After the severity 

rating, the hazard is also given a likelihood rating from one through five, with five meaning the hazard 

will definitely occur (ex: rain showers in the Amazon) and one meaning the hazard will most likely not 

occur (ex: Hurricane in Kansas). Finally, a strategic solution is provided for every specific hazard in 

attempts to mitigate risk. Using the Hazard-Mitigation Matrix, our team is able to identify predictable 

issues with the project before they actually occur, and can therefore have strategies ready to prevent 

further consequences. This is a very useful strategy to promote jobsite efficiency and productivity while 

reducing the risk and drawbacks from predictable hazards.   

Environmental Hazard Analysis - Hazards and Mitigation   

Considering the Environmental Hazards shown in Table 2, most of the potential hazards featured 

natural occurrences. Being located amidst a Wildlife Refuge on Pea Island and on a barrier island, our 

proposed development in Rodanthe, North Carolina is subject to various weathering and wildlife 

conditions. Of these events, the most likely to occur include high winds, floods, environmental protection 

failure, and waste disposal hazards. Of these, the least severe are high winds. Since these various events 

have the potential to negatively affect the environment, workers, material, and equipment, it is crucial to 

prepare strategies to alleviate the risk associated with these hazards. General mitigation strategies for this 

category include stopping work when severe weather conditions are present, properly storing equipment, 

materials, and waste, regularly inspecting environmental protection, and avoiding work in flood zones. 
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Keeping in mind likely events such as wildlife presence as much as unlikely events such as hurricanes, 

environmental hazards have the potential to hinder project efficiency and therefore they must be 

identified and solutions must be prepared.   

On-Site Safety Hazard Analysis - Hazards and Mitigation   

Considering the On-Site Safety Hazards, shown in Table 3, most of the potential hazards were 

typical jobsite hazards depicted by OSHA. The process of construction is inherently dangerous because of 

the daily processes of transporting and installing large quantities of materials, and operating heavy 

machinery. These On-Site Safety Hazard Events include falls, electrical installation, noise, excavation, 

material storage, dust, heat, and residential safety impairment. Most of these events are pretty common on 

a construction jobsite and therefore have a generally higher likelihood rating in the Hazard and Mitigation 

Matrix. These various events have the potential of negatively affecting the workers, material, equipment, 

and the residents of Rodanthe. Mitigation strategies for this category include typical OSHA standards 

such as adequate fall protection, certification requirements, and PPE, as well as requirements for proper 

shoring, trenching, electrical operations, site cleanliness, boundaries, and hydration requirements. In 

general, this category features the highest number of hazards in comparison to the other categories 

because it includes where the work is being performed. In order to protect the environment, community, 

workers, and the job-site, it’s important to prioritize the hazards that affect on-site safety. With a 

relatively high likelihood of occurrence correlating with a high severity rating, events in this category 

deserve serious attention and therefore, some mitigation measures need to be implemented constantly and 

not just in the event of a hazard.  
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Administrative Hazard Analysis- Hazards and Mitigation   

Finally, the last category in our Hazard and Mitigation Matrix, shown in Table 4, pertains to the 

Administrative Hazards that will potentially be encountered during the construction of our proposed 

development. Although it seems like a majority of these events have a low probability of occurring, being 

prepared with a mitigation strategy is the optimal way of alleviating risk associated with these events. It is 

important for our team to be on top of what is required of us and making sure all of our subcontractors 

and workers are in compliance with these requirements. The hazard events in this category include 

schedule delays, improper project management, improper trade partner coordination, accurate medical 

record keeping, and failing to provide safety information in multiple languages. Since these various 

events have the potential to negatively affect the everyone working on the job, it is vital to have strategies 

ready in case any of these events occur. General mitigation strategies for this category include staying 

organized with careful planning, constantly getting updates from subcontractors and providing updates to 

them, daily reports, open communication with trade partners, thorough medical record logging, and 

providing information in multiple languages for foreign workers and employees. Although most of these 

events are unlikely to happen, it's always safer for the project to anticipate these events and prepare a 

strategy than to be caught off-guard. Although it is specified as a mitigation strategy, similar to the on-site 

safety hazard analysis, as the general contractor, we should always strive to be organized, prepared, and 

constantly checking to make sure all work is adequate, up-to-date, and not negatively impacting the 

schedule. Implementing these strategies early on in the project will help prevent these events from 

happening at all.    
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Conclusion - Hazards and Mitigation   

In conclusion, the incorporation of the Hazard-Mitigation Matrix into our safety plan is a 

fundamental backbone in being prepared for upcoming trials and tribulations throughout construction. 

Distributing these hazards into categories allows us to easily pinpoint the hazard in relation to others and 

quickly execute the strategy correlated to the hazard. These categories were chosen in a way to group a 

majority of the hazards effectively based on similarities of area of occurrence or reason of occurrence. In 

addition, knowing the groups affected, severity, and likelihood of hazard all are crucial in mitigating risk. 

Using the Hazard-Mitigation Matrix, our team is able to foresee predictable issues and develop strategies 

to prevent further consequences which proves to be a very useful strategy to advocate efficiency while 

reducing impediments from predictable hazards.  
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Environmental Hazards 

# Hazard Hazard Explanation Parties 
Affected Severity (1-5) Likelihood (1-

5) Mitigation

1 High Winds

High Winds are common in the Outer 
Banks and gusts might be able to throw 

equipment around, push people, and move 
materials.

Workers, 
Equipment, 

Materials
3 4

Work should be halted or slowed during times of high winds. 
All equipment and materials should be tied down when not in 
use. During times of high wind, crane operations should be 

halted. Safety measures near edges of the bridge should be 
adequate for catching workers that lose their balance

3 Hurricanes

Hurricanes are large and powerful stormes 
that are common on the East Coast of the 

US. High winds, rain, storm surges, 
flooding, and lightning are common during 

hurricaines

Workers, 
Equipment, 

Materials
5 1

Work should be halted during hurricanes. Follow high wind 
procedures as well as high ocean water procedures. Remove 

all personnel and equipment from flood zones. 

4 Floods

The construction site for Medishack is 
located in a flood zone. This is almost 
unavoidable because a majority of the 

island is one large flood plain.  Floods are 
common in this area, especially during 

times of severe weather. 

Workers, 
Equipment, 

Materials
4 3

Flood planes should be avoided for staging equipment and 
materials. If flooding occurs, workers should avoid the affected 

areas on foot and in vehicles

5
Environmental 

Protection 
Failures

Environmental protection is used to keep 
the work area seperated from the local 

environment. Failures of these protections 
could cause damage to the surrounding 

land that could be charged to the company.

Environment 4 3 Environmental protections such as silt fences should be 
routinely inspected and repaired. 

6 Waste Disposal

Proper waste disposal is important for the 
surrounding environment.  Similar to the 

environmental protection failures, improper 
waste disposal can have negative effects 

on the surrounding environment that could 
fall back on the company.

Environment 4 3

Proper waste storage (i.e. dumpsters, trash cans, etc.) should 
be available on site to all workers.  Waste should then be 

taken to the correct disposal site located on the northern side 
of the island once containers become full.   

7 Wildlife
The chosen site is a vacant lot so we can 

assume that some wildlife will be driven out 
or disturbed once construction starts. 

Wildlife of 
Rodanthe 1 1

All wildlife on site will be assessed prior to the start of 
construction, and professonals will be called in to aid in the 

relocation of any animals found.

Table 2 - Environmental Hazards Matrix
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On Site Safety Hazards E

# Hazard Hazard Explanation Parties 
Affected Severity (1-5) Likelihood (1-

5) Mitigation 

1 Falls
Falls are the most common cause for injury 
in the construction field. On a bridge, falls 

are all the more dangerous.
Workers 5 4

Fall protection should be up to OSHA standards when workers 
are on the roof.  Workers should also follow OSHA ladder safety 

when working inside the building.

2 Electrical
Electrical shocks and arc flashes are 

hazards to be considered during 
construction. 

Workers, 
Equipment, 

Materials
5 2

All electricians must be certified.  They must all wear proper 
electrical specific PPE at all times when performing electrical 
work, especially when working with any live wires or boxes. 

3 Hearing 
Damage

Hearing damage can be caused my long 
exposure to loud noises on the construction 

site. 
Workers 3 1

During work that produces loud noises for extented periods of 
time, workers around the noise will be provided with ear 

protection. 

4 Excavation If done incorrectly, excavation sites can 
collapse, potentially killing workers. Workers 5 2

Due to the soil at the site being a sandy consistancy, extra 
precautions need to be taken to ensure no collapses will occur 

during excavation.  Proper shoring techniques and trench boxes 
will be used for any excavation done. 

5 Material 
Storage

Material storage can lead to injury if 
unorganized and in a mess.

Workers, 
Materials 3 1

Site logistical plans will account for material storage and aid in 
keeping the site free of clutter.  A clean and organized site is the 

best way to avoid needless injuries.

6 Dust

Due to the dry weather in Rodanthe, dust 
that contains silica and other dangerous 

particles will be in the air during 
construction. 

Workers 3 3

Being prepared to tackle dust is the best way to handle it.  
Strategies for keeping dust down are still in consideration, but 

could include a water truck, using ocean water, or dust 
suppression chemicals (non-toxic).

7 Heat

During the summer months, the weather 
can become extremely hot. Having workers 

work through that heat could cause heat 
stroke or other medical issues.

Workers 3 2

During the summer months, all companies (GC and Trade 
Partners) will be required to provide workers with drinking water, 

sheltered areas to take breaks from the heat, and encourage 
workers to take breaks when necessary.

8 Residential 

Construction can be a safety hazard to the 
general public if the site is not properly 

secured. It can also interfer with everyday 
life of individuals (i.e. noise, dust, etc.) 

Residents of 
Rodanthe 2 2

Construction will take place only during normal working hours, 
with the only exception being night time concrete pours, or 

weekend work to stay on track with the schedule. The site will be 
secured with a boundary fence (including the silt fence) around 
the entire perimeter. This fence will be locked at night to keep 

trespassers out. 

9 Equipment

Construction equipment is inherently 
dangerous and using the wrong people to 
operate it could be a deadly mistake for 

other workers on site.  

Workers 4 2 All equipment operators must present adequate licenses and/or 
training certificates before using machinery. 

Table 3 - On Site Safety Hazards Matrix
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Administrative Hazards

# Hazard Hazard Explanation Parties 
Affected Severity (1-5) Likelihood (1-

5) Mitigation 

1 Schedule 
Delays

Anything that causes the schedule to be 
pushed back in anyway.

General 
Contractor 4 3

Staying organized and keeping the project on 
track are the main concerns of our company.  
Careful planning and organizing during the 
preconstruction phase should help mitigan 

large schedule impacts.

2
Improper 
Project 

Management

Any issues PMs have that impact the 
schedule due to a lack of diligence. 

General 
Contractor 4 2

Daily reports, monthly cash flow analysis 
reports, and jobsite hazard analysis forms 

(completed by all trade partners daily) will be 
submitted to the project executives each 

month. 

3
Improper Trade 

Partner 
Coordination

This issue can come from scheduling two 
trades to work close together that should 

not be (i.e fireproofers and painters).

General 
Contractor, 

Trade Partners
3 2

CPM schedules will be sent to all Trade 
Partners during the preconstruction phase. 
This will hopefully allow for any incorrect 

cooridation to be fixed nbefore construction 
starts. 

4
Accurate 

Medical Record 
Keeping

Not keeping accurate medical records of 
workers on site can cause, in the worst 

cases death, or hospitalization.

Workers, 
General 

Contractor, 
Trade Partners

3 2

Medical records for all trade partner works as 
well as all laborers or employees of the 

general contractor will be required before 
anyone can work on the site. These records 

will be updated yearly.

5

Failing to 
Provide Safety 
Information in 

Multiple 
Languages

Failing to provide any information in 
multiple languages can cause workers not 

to follow jobsite protocols and result in 
injury.

Workers, 
General 

Contractor, 
Trade Partners

3 2

Provide all written information in languages 
that a majority of the workers speak (English, 
Spanish, Chinese, etc), and have at least one 

person who can translate between English 
and the other provided languages on site. 

Table 4 - Administrative Hazards Matrix
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JHA Form
Company Name: Date: Foreman:

BLDG/Area Locations:

Required Specialty Person Protective Equipment: 

Number of Workers on Site: Work to be Performed Potential Hazards

Worker Names

FOR GENERAL CONTRACTOR USE ONLY
File Date:
Responsible Party:
Signature:
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Project Estimate
The estimate was completed by several members of the team in order to gain different

perspectives on it.  It is split into Divisional sections to make it easier to read.  The total bare cost

of the Rodanthe Medical Center is just below $598,000. This is very reasonable for the size of

the building and the specialty equipment that will be used. With a GC fee of 6% and a

contingency of 3%, the total cost of this project is approximately $652,000.

Project Schedule
Rodanthe Medical Center is scheduled to take approximately 7 months.  Due to the small

nature of the building, this is a fairly accurate estimate.  The Construction phase of the project is

going to be the longest at 158 days.  This could fluctuate depending on how smoothly material

procurement occurs.   Pre-construction will last approximately 46 days, and post construction

will last approximately 14 days as long as there are no large outstanding punch list items.   Our

critical path is shown in red on the schedule pages. There are several tasks on the critical path,

so we have added in float for the non-critical tasks in order to stay on track.
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JOB: Rodanthe Medical Center
ESTIMATOR: Ryan King

Division Description Amount Unit
Unit Bare Cost Total Bare 

Cost Comments
M L E

3 Footings, Strip, Rienforced 32.50 CY 174.00 157.00 0.77 ($ 10,782.53)    
3 Footings 2.00 CY 193.00 196.00 0.96 ($ 779.92)         
6 2x6 Studs 10' High 16"OC 270.00 LF 7.60 9.20 - ($ 4,536.00)      
6 2x4 Studs 10' High 24"OC 393.00 LF 3.41 6.60 - ($ 3,933.93)      
6 Composite Rafters 9.5" 750.00 LF 1.77 1.44 - ($ 2,407.50)      
6 6' Exterior Door Frame in swing 3.00 EA 470.00 51.50 - ($ 1,564.50)      
6 Interior Frame, Pine 3'5/8" 61.25 LF 4.16 2.20 - ($ 389.55)         

SubTotals: ($ 24,393.93)    

JOB: Rodanthe Medical Center
ESTIMATOR: Ryan King

Division Description Amount Unit
Unit Bare Cost Total Bare 

Cost Comments
M L E

7 Vapor Barrier 45.00 Sq. 10.90 11.15 - ($ 992.25)         
7 Asphalt Shingles 30 yr 45.00 Sq. 79.00 51.50 - ($ 5,872.50)      
7 Fiberglass Blankets Floors 45,000.00 SF 0.41 0.59 ($ 45,000.00)    
7 Fiberglass Blankets Ceilings 45,000.00 SF 0.41 0.59 ($ 45,000.00)    
7 Fiberglass Blankets Walls 9,515.00 SF 0.30 0.31 ($ 5,804.15)      

SubTotals: ($ 102,668.90)  

JOB: Rodanthe Medical Center
ESTIMATOR: Ryan King

Division Description Amount Unit
Unit Bare Cost Total Bare 

Cost CommentsM L E
8 Pine 3x7 3 Panel 6.00 EA 550.00 59.00 - ($ 3,654.00)      
8 Partical Face, Lauan Face 17.00 EA 105.00 59.00 - ($ 2,788.00)      
8 Casement Window 3.00 EA 276.00 41.50 - ($ 952.50)         
8 Double Hung Window 3.00 EA 193.00 41.50 - ($ 703.50)         

SubTotals: ($ 8,098.00)      
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JOB: Rodanthe Medical Center
ESTIMATOR: Claire Morris

Division Description Amount Unit
Unit Bare Cost

Total Bare Cost Comments
M L E

9 Vinyl Tile Flooring 4,066.00 SQFT 1.27 0.38 - ($ 6,708.90)      
9 Tile Carpet 33.33 SQYD 26.21 2.41 - ($ 954.00)         
9 1/2" Gypsum Wall Board 9,516.69 SQFT 0.35 0.24 - ($ 5,614.85)      
9 Interior Painting 9,516.69 SQFT 0.16 0.24 - ($ 3,806.68)      
9 Acoustical Panel Ceiling 4,361.00 SQFT 2.11 0.29 - ($ 10,466.40)    
7 Cedar Siding 3,471.80 SQFT 4.40 0.73 - ($ 17,810.33)    
7 Asphalt Shingles 65.87 SQFT 74.03 23.54 - ($ 6,426.94)      
4 Brick Veneer 467.00 SQFT 3.42 3.58 - ($ 3,269.00)      on awning columns

12 Plastic-Laminate Countertops 106.00 LF 16.80 8.83 - ($ 2,716.78)      
12 Wood Veneer Cabinets 74.75 LF 202.00 17.80 - ($ 16,430.05)    

SubTotal: ($ 74,203.92)    

JOB: Rodanthe Medical Center
ESTIMATOR: Connor Noto

Division Description Amount Unit
Unit Bare Cost Total Bare 

Cost Comments
M L E

11 X-Ray Machine 1.00 EA 45,000.00 - - ($ 45,000.00)    Maven TXR GP-6 Digital 
X-ray System

11 Electronic Health Record 
(EHR) 1.00 EA 30,000.00 - - ($ 30,000.00)    

Computer software to 
keep track of patient 

information  

11 Pharmacy Software 1.00 EA 15,000.00 - - ($ 15,000.00)    
Computer software to 

keep track of prescription 
information

11 Security System 1.00 EA 5,000.00 - - ($ 5,000.00)      
Security System including 
video, alarm, and secuirty 

systems

11 Loudspeaker System 1.00 EA 3,000.00 - - ($ 3,000.00)      
Speaker system for paging 

doctors, patients and 
anything else needed

SubTotals: ($ 98,000.00)    
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JOB: Rodanthe Medical Center
ESTIMATOR: Linley Pierson

Division Description Amount Unit
Unit Bare Cost Total Bare 

Cost Comments
M L E

10 8ft Single Sided 
Gondola Shelving 6.00 EA 495.00 - - ($ 2,970.00)      

https://www.dgsretail.com/P2597/lozier-gondola-shelving-wall-kit-
10-shelves-platinum-96wx72hx19d?gclid=Cj0KCQjw38-

DBhDpARIsADJ3kjm0-
hUhmEGI4K_hD29zsEEqOQug9GilTnQniJzqhxmxZJNgwB-

zoBkaAiCXEALw_wcB

10 4ft Double Sided 
Gondola Shelving 4.00 EA 270.80 - - ($ 1,083.20)      

https://www.allendisplay.com/48L-x-36D-x-54H-Add-On-Gondola-
w-16-Base-Shelf?gclid=Cj0KCQjw38-

DBhDpARIsADJ3kjnXiSkqyf8_CxZLOTCB-
C7No2ifaXs45U8nup8XXscpAa6OZVKhY90aAkQbEALw_wcB

10 3ft Single Sided 
Gondola Shelving 3.00 EA 183.80 - - ($ 551.40)         

https://www.allendisplay.com/36L-x-13D-x-54H-Starter-Wall-Unit-
w-10-Base-Shelf?gclid=Cj0KCQjw38-

DBhDpARIsADJ3kjmz7NBHfIuJADHFMqOqYE-
4Cv2RP_lYjlujacek0DtrPE2U5TFbT9EaAhrcEALw_wcB

11 Dishwasher 1.00 EA 350.00 97.56 - ($ 447.56)         
11 Refrigerator 1.00 EA 3,625.00 116.06 - ($ 3,741.06)      
11 Microwave Oven 1.00 EA 209.00 - - ($ 209.00)         

12 Chairs 33.00 EA 107.00 - - ($ 3,531.00)      Chairs in exam rooms and waiting room

12 Office Chairs 5.00 EA 170.00 - - ($ 850.00)         Chairs offices, check-in, and pharmacy 
office 

12 Office Desks 2.00 EA 765.00 - - ($ 1,530.00)      
12 Side Tables 15.00 EA - - ($ -  )               Tables in exam rooms and waiting room

12 Kitchen Tables/Chairs 
set 2.00 EA 355.95 - - ($ 711.90)         https://www.globalindustrial.com/p/42-inch-square-table-plastic-

chairs-beige-1

12 Examination Tables 7.00 EA 760.83 - - ($ 5,325.81)      
https://www.tigermedical.com/Products/Space-Saver-Cabinet-

Treatment-Table-with-Step-Stool-Option__CLI8844-.aspx?
invsrc=adwords_tm&gclid=Cj0KCQjw38-

DBhDpARIsADJ3kjmOvDC24cXLLOCELYFSII_akgoF-
9m0v8TlgFjM6eQAqk1sWjACVYsaAuX_EALw_wcB

12 Sofas 2.00 EA 679.00 - - ($ 1,358.00)      
Sofas located in offices https://www.officefurniture2go.

com/product/RBA061/Contemporary-Loveseat-by-Office-Source.aspx?cat=101A02A02-
RBA061&origin=pla&kw=&cat2=RC_Campaign_Catchall_High&utm_source=google&utm_medium

=cpc&gclid=Cj0KCQjw38-
DBhDpARIsADJ3kjmXBtWinLQMGWsWabua7LQmjvhSUWM9d0TtVFcw5ppCqJPaFbketB0aAv-

zEALw_wcB

SubTotal: ($ 22,308.93)    

JOB: Rodanthe Medical Center
ESTIMATOR: Linley Pierson

Division Description Amount Unit
Unit Bare Cost TOTAL 

BARE COST COMMENTS
M L E

23 HVAC System 4,500.00 SQFT 20.00 - - ($ 90,000.00)    
Using a split system (evaporator inside, condensor 

inside). Our system does not need any specialty 
equipment because no surgery will be conducted in 

the facility.

26 Eletrical System 4,500.00 SQFT 8.00 - - ($ 36,000.00)    Standard electrical system, only increase 
would occur from x-ray 

22 Plumbing System 4,500.00 SQFT 4.50 - - ($ 20,250.00)    
Standard plumbing system, will tap into 

water main and sanitary sewer lines that run 
under main road. Price includes toilets, sinks, 

fixtures.

21 Fire Suppression 
System 4,500.00 SQFT 2.00 - - ($ 9,400.00)      Added in cost for 2 fire extinguishers 

SubTotal: ($ 155,650.00)  
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JOB: Rodanthe Medical Center
ESTIMATOR: Ryan King

Division Description Amount Unit
Unit Bare Cost Total Bare 

Cost Comments
M L E

27 Emergency Call Station 11.00 EA 90.00 60.00 - ($ 1,650.00)      
27 Duty Station 1.00 EA 131.00 120.00 - ($ 251.00)         
27 PA Speakers 4.00 EA 165.00 90.00 - ($ 1,020.00)      
27 PA Wiring 322.00 LF 0.90 2.35 - ($ 1,046.50)      

SubTotals: ($ 3,967.50)      

JOB: Rodanthe Medical Center
ESTIMATOR: Ryan King

Division Description Amount Unit
Unit Bare Cost Total Bare 

Cost Comments
M L E

32 Cast in Place Curb & Gutter 1,252.00 LF 6.45 4.78 - ($ 14,059.96)    
32 Asphaultic Concrete Parking Lot 28,279.00 SF 2.65 0.25 0.26 ($ 89,361.64)    
32 Layout of Pavement Marking 58.00 LF 0.04 0.01 0.05 ($ 5.80)             
32 Pavement Marking 33.00 STALL 1.90 0.87 7.62 ($ 342.87)         
32 Landscape Grading 4.00 CY - 23.50 - ($ 94.00)           
32 Mechanical Seeding w Mulch 1,892.00 SY 2.03 0.17 0.07 ($ 4,294.84)      
31 Silt Fence 920.00 LF 0.49 0.82 0.13 ($ 1,324.80)      

SubTotals: ($ 109,483.91)  
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ID Task 

Mode

Task Name Duration Start Finish

1 Preconstruction Phase 46 days Wed 3/31/21Wed 6/2/21

2 Project Approval 1 day Wed 3/31/21Wed 3/31/21

3 Receive Bids 3 days Thu 4/1/21 Mon 4/5/21

4 Review Bid 5 days Tue 4/6/21 Mon 4/12/21

5 Award Phase/Bid Won 1 day Tue 4/13/21 Tue 4/13/21

6 Design and Planning 20 days Wed 4/14/21Tue 5/11/21

7 Review RFP, Specs, Drawings5 days Wed 5/12/21Tue 5/18/21

8 Create Schedule 5 days Wed 4/14/21Tue 4/20/21

9 Create BIM Model 5 days Wed 4/14/21Tue 4/20/21

10 Create Estimate 5 days Wed 4/14/21Tue 4/20/21

11 Create Safety Plan 2 days Wed 4/14/21Thu 4/15/21

12 Permits 10 days Wed 5/19/21Tue 6/1/21

13 Order Material 3 days Wed 4/14/21Fri 4/16/21

14 Contracts 

(Subcontractors Bid)

3 days Wed 

5/19/21

Fri 5/21/21

15 Finalize Budget 1 day Wed 6/2/21 Wed 6/2/21

16 Construction Phase 158 days Thu 6/3/21 Mon 1/10/22

17 Preconstruction Meeting1 day Thu 6/3/21 Thu 6/3/21

18 Site Mobilization 3 days Thu 6/10/21 Mon 6/14/21

19 Material Delivery 3 days Thu 6/3/21 Mon 6/7/21

20 Notice to Proceed 1 day Thu 6/3/21 Thu 6/3/21

21 Demolition 3 days Tue 6/15/21 Thu 6/17/21

22 Excavation/Grading 3 days Fri 6/18/21 Tue 6/22/21

23 Site Work 1 day Wed 6/23/21Wed 6/23/21

24 Trenching 4 days Thu 6/24/21 Tue 6/29/21

25 Dig Footings, Install 

Reinforcements + 

2 days Wed 

6/23/21

Thu 6/24/21

26 Pour Footings 4 days Fri 6/25/21 Wed 6/30/21

27 Build Foundation 4 days Thu 7/1/21 Tue 7/6/21

28 Set Framing Steel 1 day Thu 7/15/21 Thu 7/15/21

29 First Floor Framing 10 days Fri 7/16/21 Thu 7/29/21

Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb

Qtr 1, 2021 Qtr 2, 2021 Qtr 3, 2021 Qtr 4, 2021 Qtr 1, 2022

Primier Construction
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ID Task 

Mode

Task Name Duration Start Finish

30 Concrete Slab 6 days Wed 7/7/21 Wed 7/14/21

31 HVAC Rough-In 8 days Mon 8/16/21Wed 8/25/21

32 Plumbing Rough-In 10 days Thu 8/19/21 Wed 9/1/21

33 Electrical Rough-In 12 days Wed 8/18/21Thu 9/2/21

34 Specialty Equipment 

Rough-In

1 day Tue 8/17/21 Tue 8/17/21

35 Roof Truss 2 days Mon 8/2/21 Tue 8/3/21

36 Frame Roof and Install 

Plywood

8 days Wed 8/4/21 Fri 8/13/21

37 Install Roof Shingles 4 days Mon 8/16/21Thu 8/19/21

38 Exterior Finishes 15 days Wed 8/18/21Tue 9/7/21

39 Insulation 5 days Tue 9/7/21 Mon 9/13/21

40 Drywall 15 days Tue 9/14/21 Mon 10/4/21

41 Floor Finishes 15 days Tue 10/5/21 Mon 10/25/21

42 Paint 25 days Fri 10/29/21 Thu 12/2/21

43 Interior Trim 20 days Fri 12/3/21 Thu 12/30/21

44 HVAC Final 3 days Fri 12/3/21 Tue 12/7/21

45 Plumbing Final 5 days Tue 12/7/21 Mon 12/13/21

46 Electrical Final 5 days Fri 12/10/21 Thu 12/16/21

47 Hardware Installation 5 days Fri 12/3/21 Thu 12/9/21

48 Furniture, Appliance, & 

Specialty Equipment

10 days Fri 12/3/21 Thu 

12/16/21

49 Parking Lot 15 days Wed 9/8/21 Tue 9/28/21

50 Exterior Landscape 20 days Mon 8/16/21Fri 9/10/21

51 Cleaning 5 days Fri 12/31/21 Thu 1/6/22

52 Paint Touch-Up 1 day Fri 12/31/21 Fri 12/31/21

53 Inspection 2 days Fri 1/7/22 Mon 1/10/22

54 Post-construction Phase 14 days Tue 1/11/22 Fri 1/28/22

55 Punchlist 4 days Tue 1/11/22 Fri 1/14/22

56 Commissioning 3 days Mon 1/17/22Wed 1/19/22

57 OEM & Warranties 3 days Mon 1/17/22Wed 1/19/22

58 Final Inspection 3 days Thu 1/20/22 Mon 1/24/22

Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb

Qtr 1, 2021 Qtr 2, 2021 Qtr 3, 2021 Qtr 4, 2021 Qtr 1, 2022

Primier Construction
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ID Task 

Mode

Task Name Duration Start Finish

59 Owner Walkthrough 1 day Tue 1/25/22 Tue 1/25/22

60 Demobilization 3 days Tue 1/25/22 Thu 1/27/22

61 Move-In 1 day Fri 1/28/22 Fri 1/28/22

Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb

Qtr 1, 2021 Qtr 2, 2021 Qtr 3, 2021 Qtr 4, 2021 Qtr 1, 2022

Primier Construction
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Area of Personal Interest

Claire Morris - Area of interest: Design and Graphics
My area of interest is design and BIM modeling. I went beyond the project scope in this
area by including extreme detail in the Revit model for our proposed building. I also
created 3D interior views of the space that make it look like you are standing in the room.
The final products will be detailed down to wall and floor finishes and have artistic
renderings to show life like images of the completed building.

Connor Noto - Area of Interest: Economics, Cost Benefit Analysis
In the field of construction, one of the most important things to think about is money. For
the owner, they want to be sure that they are making a good investment and therefore
helping each investor, and that the general contractor is making the right decisions for a
successful and long lasting business/property. And for a contractor, how the payment
structure will look as well as being sure to make financial decisions to benefit the owner.
I focused on this area as my personal area of interest, in things like the business and
project overview, the cost benefit analysis, and more.

Sagar Chinnappala - Area of Interest: Temporary Structures
In design and construction, it is important to focus on the constructability of a structure.
Typically construction requires extra structures that are not permanent parts of the
building but instead aid the process. Scaffolding, platforms, and walkways are all integral
to the construction process and still need to meet OSHA and other safety standards. In
this project I worked on the scaffolding design around the entire exterior of the building
for masonry walls.

Ryan King - Area of Interest: Sustainable Construction
Construction processes contribute to a significant amount of emissions into the
environment and have one of the highest carbon footprints in all industries on earth.
According to Finance and Commerce, construction generates 11% of the Earth’s carbon
footprint which I find unacceptable. Through various processes and changes in materials,
construction can potentially reach net 0 emissions in the near future and it is our job as
construction engineers to strive for that goal to keep true to engineering ethics and
making the world a safe place for everyone to live on for generations to come. I will be
proposing sustainable design choices and construction means and methods that point in
the right direction for the sake of the planet and the future of ecology.
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Linley Pierson - Area of Interest: Safety Management
In addition to the project hazard analysis for the medical center, I wanted to go more in
depth with safety protocols for our company. In this submission, I edited the Jobsite
Hazard Analysis Form that will be given to all of the trade partners on site.  These forms
will be filled out everyday by all trade partners on site to document the work being done,
who is doing the work,  any related hazards to the work, and hazard mitigation strategies
provided by the trade partner.  These forms will aid in filling out the daily reports that
will be required from the General Contractor’s site superintendent.  Also included in this
submission is the continuation (Sections 6-9) of the jobsite safety manual.

Martin Herman - Area of Interest: Site Logistics and Scheduling
Prior to the commencement of construction, it’s important to investigate the area that will
be developed to prepare the builder for potential drawbacks and benefits of selecting a
certain location over another. I was responsible for evaluating potential site locations and
considering the benefits and disadvantages of each site location during the
preconstruction phase of our project. Initially posed with multiple acceptable locations
for our project, it was important to follow through with a meticulous process to ensure the
proper selection. In this process, it was vital to consider many aspects of the future of
construction such as construction vehicle routes, access to main roads, site allocation for
material storage, as well as immediate factors such as building requirements for Dare
County, land availability, and environmental factors such as flood zones and wildlife.
Putting these factors into consideration ultimately led to a decision for a development
location and a realization of requirements for the future of the project due to the selected
location.

Robert Gagne - Area of Interest: Estimating and Scheduling
Every project starts as an idea, and preconstruction can turn an idea into a possibility.
Estimating gives an idea a cost, and scheduling gives a timeline, and the quality of both
can decide if the project ever becomes more than just an idea. As estimating and
scheduling is my area of interest I will make sure to put extra attention into the accuracy
and thoroughness of the estimate and schedule. The work required for an accurate
estimate and schedule starts with collaboration with the design team and cost benefit
analysis experts.  I will also research into similar projects in the area for possible
construction advantages.
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CEM CAPSTONE

TEAM CONTRIBUTION FORM

CLASS & SEMESTER:

ASSIGNMENT NAME:

TEAM NUMBER:

1 of 2

Work Products & Responsibilities: Work Products & Responsibilities:

Team Member Name: Team Member Name:

INSTRUCTIONS:  In the space provided below, list all the ways each member contributed to the team 

and to the assignment.  You are not limited to the assignment content (e.g. schedule, estimate, etc.); 

you may also list project management and organizational tasks such as assignment coordination, 

document QC, team organization and management, formatting, etc.  Indicate the % contribution for 

collaborative work products.

Team Member Name:

Work Products & Responsibilities:

Team Member Name:

Work Products & Responsibilities:

CEM 4446 - Spring 2021

90% Submittal - Rodanthe Medical Center
Team F - Premier Construction

Sagar Chinnappala Robert Gagne

Ryan KingMartin Herman

Building Design Calculations - 50% Building Design Calculations - 50%

Means and Methods - 50%
Project Schedule - 50%

Structures Estimate

Openings Estimate

Specialty Equipment Estimate
Roofing Estimate
Sitework/Exterior Estimate

Temporary Structures Design
Formatting - 25%

Continued Work on Sustainability
Manual

Risk Management - 50%

Structural Design Write Up
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2 of 2

Team Member Name: Team Member Name:

Work Products & Responsibilities: Work Products & Responsibilities:

Team Member Name: Team Member Name:

Work Products & Responsibilities: Work Products & Responsibilities:

Connor Noto Claire Morris

Linley Pierson

Continued Work on Safety Manual
Formatting - 75%

MEPF and Furniture Estimates
Risk Management - 50%

Revit Model

Model Rendering
Model Interior Views
Finishes Estimate

Medical Equipment Estimate

Means and Methods - 50%
Communications Estimate

Project Schedule - 50%

Quality Control
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Appendix   A   -   Research   and   Notes   
  

Conceptual   Design   Appendix   
  

https://rosemedicalbuildings.com/floor-plan-category/medical-healthcare-buildings/   
- Site   used   to   get   an   idea   of   layouts   and   square   footage   of   other   similar   medical   centers   

  

  
- Google   earth   used   to   estimate   elevations   on   our   proposed   sites   

  
https://maps.darecountync.gov/#layerToggle   

- Dare   county   GIS   system   used   to   get   parcel   dimensions   
https://www.ada.gov/archive/NPRM2008/ada_standards/proposedadastds.htm   

- ADA   standards   for   wheelchair   accessibility   
  

Cost   Benefit   Analysis   Appendix   

Works   Cited   

[1]   “Dare   County   Parcel   Data,”    Dare   County   Maps .   [Online].   Available:   
https://maps.darecountync.gov/#searchBar.   [Accessed:   25-Feb-2021].   

[2]   “How   Do   You   Rezone   Property   -   Land   Use,   Zoning   &   Permitting,”    Desautel   Law ,   
22-Aug-2018.   [Online].   Available:   
https://desautelesq.com/how-do-you-rezone-property/#:~:text=The%20fee%20can%20range%20 
anywhere,the%20public%20regarding%20your%20rezone.   [Accessed:   25-Feb-2021].   
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[3]   “How   Much   Does   it   Cost   to   Open   an   Urgent   Care?,”    Experity ,   05-Feb-2021.   [Online].   
Available:   https://www.experityhealth.com/resources/how-much-cost-to-open-urgent-care/.   
[Accessed:   25-Feb-2021].   

[4]   “U.S.   Census   Bureau   QuickFacts:   Dare   County,   North   Carolina,”    Census   Bureau   QuickFacts ,   
01-Jul-2019.   [Online].   Available:   
https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/darecountynorthcarolina/PST045219.   [Accessed:   
25-Feb-2021].   

[5]   V.   Gurganious   and   D.   Greenfield,   “Starting   an   urgent   care   center,”    Medical   Economics ,   
04-Jun-2015.   [Online].   Available:   
http://www.medicaleconomics.com/view/starting-urgent-care-center.   [Accessed:   25-Feb-2021].     

  

Site   Selection   Appendix   
  

Works   Cited   
  

[1]   Large   Structures   Dangerous   to   the   Public   Health,   152.02,   Dare   County   North   Carolina,   
February   2021   .   [Online].   Available:   https://codelibrary.amlegal.com/codes/darecounty/latest   
/dareco_nc/0   -0-0-3497   

[2]   “North   Carolina   Department   of   Environmental   Quality,”   NC   DEQ.   [Online].   Available:   
https://deq.nc.gov/permits-rules/permit-directory/list-permits   

  

Project   Overview   Appendix   
  

Works   Cited   

  

   

[1]  Proficient   RX,   "Common   Durable   Medical   Equipment   for   an   Urgent   Care,"   26   
December   2017.   [Online].   Available:   
https://proficientrx.com/common-durable-medical-equipment-urgent-care/.   [Accessed   
18   March   2021].   
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Structural Appendix

Roof Design

Type Area (sq ft.) Live Loads (psf) Dead Load (psf) Snow Load (psf) Shingles Wood 2 psf
Roof 4620 20 12.122 10 Sheathing .75in wood 3 psf
Awning 1323 5 12.122 10 Insulation Rigid 1.5 psf

Self Weight 3x10 5.622 plf

Wind Loads

Assumptions
Risk Cat III
V = 150 mph
Exposure Catergory D
Kzt = 1 Topographic Factor
Kd = .85 Wind Directionality Factor
Kz = 1.16 Velocity Pressure Exposure Coeffieicient

Velocity Pressure
qz = 0.00256(Kz)(Kzt)(Kd)(V^2)

Tributary Area Lateral Loads (lbs)
in plf N-S Direction N-S Direction

Roof 56.7936 1633.416665 92767.61268
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Structural beam calc

Sunday, April 11, 2021 11:12 AM
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Foundation and Strip Footings
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Rooms Area (sq ft) Dead Load Live Load (psf) Ceiling: Acoustical fiber tile:1 psf
Waiting 631 6 100 Floor: Linoleum 1 psf
Pharmacy 692 6 100 Carpet 2 psf
Weigh-in 65 6 40 Partitions: Wood stud 2 psf
X-Ray 111 6 60
Viewing 70 6 50
Check In/Out 196 6 100
Kitchen 164 6 100
Nurse Station 96 6 100
Exam (x6) 143 6 40
Office (x2) 144 6 50
Bathroom W 60 6 40
Bathroom K 53 6 40
Hallway X 64 6 100
Hallway T 181 6 100
Hallway N 109 6 100
Hallway B 182 6 100

Source
Live Loads https://www.engr.psu.edu/ae/thesis/portfolios/2005/isa101/Appendix.pdf
Live Loads https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/waterrights/water_issues/programs/bay_delta/california_waterfix/exhibits/docs/dd_jardins/DDJ-148%20ASCE%207-10.pdf
Dead Load Steel Manual
Carpet https://www.budgetdumpster.com/services.php

3x10 Roof joist 5.622 plf

A -8114.561235 -97.37473482
B 13910.6764 166.9281168
C -19474.94696 -233.6993636
D 12171.84185 146.0621022
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Studs
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Premier Construction

Safety Protocol Manual

2021-2022 Edition
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Described in this manual are the safety protocols that
must be followed by all employees of Premier Construction,
including any parties under contract with Premier
Construction.  All parties completing work on any project
managed and operated by Premier Construction are also
required to follow the procedures listed herein.
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Section I: Exposure to Biological Hazard

I. COVID-19
A. COVID-19 is the virus responsible for the world wide pandemic.  To

ensure worker safety, the procedures listed below will be followed in
the case of a jobsite outbreak.

1. All workers who have been exposed to the COVID-19 virus
must quarantine for a minimum of five (5) days to allow time
for symptoms to develop.

2. If no symptoms occur after the five (5) day quarantine, workers
may return to work but must wear a face covering at all times,
no exceptions, and take their lunch break in an isolated location.
Workers must get tested and show proof of a negative test result
in order to return to a normal work environment.

3. Workers who develop symptoms must be tested.  If test results
come back negative, workers will be required to stay in
quarantine for three (3) additional days after being tested, then
get tested again.  If the secondary test gives a negative result,
the worker may return to work.

4. Workers who develop symptoms must be tested.  If test results
come back positive, workers will be required to stay in
quarantine for the full two week (14 day) period as suggested
by the CDC.  After completing the two week (14 day)
quarantine period, workers may return to work.

B. As the COVID-19 vaccine becomes available to construction workers,
Premier Construction encourages everyone who feels comfortable to
get the vaccine.  This will aid in reducing the chances of a site wide
breakout.  If a majority chooses to participate, the jobsite can
eventually reach herd immunity which will be safer for everyone.
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II. Other Biological Hazards
A. Plants

1. If a worker must come into contact with a plant based biohazard
(i.e. poison ivy, poison oak, etc.) proper PPE is required before
work can be performed.

2. If skin or eyes are exposed to biohazard, use the wash station to
thoroughly rinse the infected area with soap and water.

3. If biohazard is ingested, call Poison Control (800)-222-1222
immediately.

B. Molds
1. If a worker must come into contact with a mold based

biohazard (i.e. toxic, allergenic, pathogenic etc.) proper PPE is
required before work can be performed.

2. If skin or eyes are exposed to biohazard, use the wash station to
thoroughly rinse the infected area with soap and water.

3. If biohazard is ingested, call Poison Control (800)-222-1222
immediately.

Section II: Falls
I. Falls from Height Below Six (6) Feet

A. Fall from Ladder, Lowered Lift, or Other Six (6) Foot or Less Surface
1. If worker is conscious:

a) Ask if they feel injured in any way. If not, they can return
to work.

b) If they are injured, call 911 for the best course of action.
2. If worker is unconscious:

a) Leave the worker where they are, block off the area, and
call 911.

II. Falls from Height Above Six (6) Feet
A. Fall from Scaffolding, Roof, or Other Great Height.

1. If worker is conscious:
a) Do not allow them to move, it is possible they have

suffered broken bones and movement could cause more
damage.
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b) Call 911 immediately and ask for the EMT squad.
c) Block off area to construction traffic.

2. If worker is unconscious:
a) Check if the worker is still alive by searching for a pulse

on the neck or the wrist.
b) Call 911 immediately and ask for the EMT squad.
c) Block off area to construction traffic.

3. If worker is deceased:
a) Stop all work.
b) Call 911 immediately.
c) Block off area to other workers.

Section III: Impalement
I. Minor Impalement (Not Life Threatening)

A. If worker is impaled in the hand, arm, upper shoulder (away from
heart), foot, or lower leg (calf):

1. Do NOT attempt to remove the object that has impaled the
worker

2. Call 911 immediately.
II. Major Impalement (Life Threatening)

A. If worker is impaled in the upper leg (thigh), chest, or torso:
1. Check to see if work is alive.
2. Call 911.
3. If the worker is alive, do NOT attempt to remove the object that

has impaled the worker.
Section IV: Fire

I. Minor Fire (Non Electrical)
A. In the case of a small fire that is contained to one area:

1. Evacuate all workers in the area.
2. Find the nearest on-site fire extinguisher.
3. Extinguish fire.
4. Let the supervisor know what happened.

B. Small fire case one alternative:
1. If water is readily available, dowse fire in water first before

leaving the scene for the extinguisher.
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II. Large Fire (Non Electrical)
A. In the case of a large fire:

1. Evacuate all workers in the area.
2. Call 911.
3. Attempt to extinguish what you can while waiting for the fire

department to arrive.
III. Electrical Fire

A. In the case of an electrical fire:
1. Cut off electrical power to the device on fire.
2. Attempt to extinguish the fire with an electrical specific

extinguisher (sodium bicarbonate).
3. If fire continues, call 911.

Section V: Struck By
I. Worker Struck By Falling Object

A. In the case that a worker is struck by a falling object and remains
conscious:

1. Ask worker if they feel injured in any way, if not, they can
continue working.

2. If hit on the head, ask worker to stop work and sit down.
3. If concussion symptoms occur, instruct worker to leave for the

day and seek medical help.
4. If minorly injured elsewhere, have worker use on-site first aid

kit for bandages.
5. If majorly injured, call 911.

B. In the case that a worker is struck by a falling object and is knocked
unconscious:

1. Feel for a pulse to make sure worker is alive.
2. Call 911 immediately.
3. Block off area from construction traffic

II. Worker is Struck By Machinery
A. In the case that a worker is struck by a piece of machinery and

remains conscious:
1. Ask worker if they feel injured in any way, if not, they can

continue working.
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2. If hit on the head, ask worker to stop work and sit down.
3. If concussion symptoms occur, instruct worker to leave for the

day and seek medical help.
4. If minorly injured elsewhere, have worker use on-site first aid

kit for bandages.
5. If majorly injured, call 911.

B. In the case that a worker is struck by a piece of machinery and is
knocked unconscious:

1. Feel for a pulse to make sure worker is alive.
2. Call 911 immediately.
3. Block off area from construction traffic.
Section VI: Injuries from Machinery

I. Machinery Considered
A. Backhoes
B. Bulldozers
C. Cherry pickers
D. Cranes
E. Dump trucks
F. Excavators
G. Forklifts
H. Trenchers

II. Procedures
A. For struck by:

1. See Section V
B. For impalement:

1. See Section III
C. If someone is run over:

1. Feel for a pulse to make sure worker is alive.
2. Call 911 immediately.
3. Block off area from construction traffic.
4. Do not attempt to move worker.
5. Wait for the EMS team to arrive.
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Section VII: Electrocution
I. Electrocution

A. If worker is electrocuted and remains conscious:
1. Turn off power source that electrocuted worker
2. Call 911
3. Ask worker not to move until EMS team arrives
4. Cover any burns with first aid bandage or gauze

B. If worker is electrocuted and is unconscious:
1. Turn off power source that electrocuted worker.
2. Call 911.
3. If worker shows no signs of circulation, start CPR.
4. Cover any burns with first aid bandage or gauze before EMS

team arrives.
II. Electrical Arc

A. If arc flash occurs and no workers are injured:
1. Turn off the power source.
2. Determine cause of arc flash and correct it before continuing

work.
B. If arc flash occurs and worker is injured:

1. Turn off power source.
2. Call 911.
3. If worker shows no signs of circulation, start CPR.
4. Cover any burns with first aid bandage or gauze before EMS

team arrives.
Section VIII: Excavation Collapse

I. Trench Collapse
A. Collapse with no workers in the trench

1. Shut down all equipment (except pumps being used to remove
water).

2. If trench is near a road, stop traffic to prevent secondary
collapse

3. Stabilize trench
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B. Collapse with work in the trench
1. Shut down all equipment (except pumps being used to remove

water)
2. If trench is near a road, stop traffic to prevent secondary

collapse
3. Do NOT attempt to dig worker(s) out with heavy machinery,

this could further injure or kill the worker(s).
4. Call 911 and report the collapse.
5. Keep all workers not part of the rescue team away from the

collapse site.
Section IX: Exposure to Respiratory Hazards

I. Exposure to Asbestos
A. If demolition is being conducted and asbestos is discovered:

1. Stop work immediately.
2. Evacuate all workers from the vicinity.
3. Block off the area to all personnel.
4. Call in a professional abatement service before continuing any

work.
II. Exposure to Silica

A. Exposure to silica can be fatal over extended periods of time.
B. To avoid inhalation, following the next steps is crucial.

1. Avoid working in heavily dusted areas when possible.
2. If working in an area with high amounts of dust, a mask or

respiratory protection is required within reason.
3. If working with grout and mortar mixing, proper respiratory

protection is required at all times.
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Sustainable Design

Building Design

Exterior Design
Exterior design elements to positively affect energy usage.

- Insulating windows
- Allow a plethora of natural light to enter buildings, reducing the necessity of interior

lighting.
- Reduce the need for mechanical heating and cooling energy waste.

- Natural Exterior Siding
- Reduce carbon footprint by sourcing naturally produced elements for siding.
- Match the environment the building is in by incorporating local natural aspects into

design.
- Aesthetically matches the environment surrounding the structure
- Using an open rainscreen, air can permeate the exterior wall surface and create a blanket

of natural insulation that protects the interior from temperature changes, reducing the
need for temperature control.

- Roof Design
- Green roofs can reduce runoff and provide a pleasant aesthetic.
- Water collection from roof runoff can reduce water usage of a building.
- Skylights can reduce the need for interior lighting.

Material Choice
Material selection and manufacturing can reduce the carbon footprint of a construction project.

- Recycled materials
- Using recycled materials from used plastic or metal objects can reduce the carbon

footprint immensely by spreading the footprint across several projects and product uses.
- Siding, flooring, wall covers, and furniture can be sourced from recycled materials.

- Natural materials
- Natural materials can be sourced without the need for large scale production, reducing an

entire portion of the construction process.
- Decking siding, and roofing can be naturally sourced.
- The materials that are best suited for longevity will be found in nature around the area of

construction.
- Cedar siding and roofing is a good example of natural material usage.

- Prefabrication
- Prefabricated materials can reduce the carbon footprint of a project, due to the large

amount of efficiency lost once a material is brought on site.
- Emissions will be cut down if a material is produced in a controlled environment rather

than on a site.
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- Prefabricated materials will improve construction efficiency and decrease schedule time
due to convenience.

- Prefab materials are safer to use on construction sites because they are already assembled
or require minor adjustments once on site rather than a complete fabrication.

- Sustainable Appliances
- Selecting appliances that are energy efficient will reduce the footprint of the project in the

long run.
- All water using appliances can be selected to be energy efficient and water usage

efficient.
- MEP systems can be sustainably designed to reduce the energy consumption of a

building.

Parking Design
Large areas of impermeable material leads to an immense amount of of runoff that directly impacts the
immediate environment and increases the need for stormwater management further down the line.

- Paving solutions
- Permeable pavers can be installed to allow rainwater to permeate through the parking lot

rather than be collected in sewers.
- Permeable paving will reduce runoff.
- Grass parking lots are becoming popular as an attractive and environmentally friendly

way to reduce rainwater runoff.
- Bioretention elements when combined with permeable materials can reduce runoff 100%.
- Bioretention elements include having trees and shrubs incrementally placed throughout a

permeable parking lot.
- Solar Paving

- Solar panel pavers are a cutting edge material that can produce energy passively using the
large area taken up by a parking lot.

- While still in development, could be used on future projects.

Landscape Design
While not directly associated with the construction of the building itself, the landscape around the
building can directly impact the final environmental efficiency of a building.

- Rain Gardens
- Rain gardens are a low area garden that collects runoff drained from roofs and parking

lots.
- A pleasant solution that traps water rather than sending it to local wastewater

management facilities.
- Local plant life can be planted to improve the ecosystem in the area.
- Naturally filters toxins from runoff.
- Very aesthetically pleasing and comforting to look at.

- Solar Panels
- Solar panels are an investment into the sustainability of a building.
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- While expensive at first, solar panels will save money in the long run.
- Solar panels can be placed on roofs or made into awnings or parking lot coverings.
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Sustainable Construction

Prefabrication:
Prefabricated materials can reduce the amount of energy used on site dramatically and can reduce the
amount of emissions of the entire project.

- Using advanced design processes like BIM, designs can be near perfect before the project begins
allowing manufacturers to cut and create elements of the project in a controlled environment
which decreases the waste produced, allows for emissions control, and improves project speed.

- MEPs and structural elements can be produced before they arrive on site, allowing them to be
dropped into place when they arrive.

- Moulds can be produced based on BIM designs that can be dropped into the ground and concrete
poured once on site, reducing the need for wasteful framing processes.

Waste management:
Waste is plentiful on construction sites and managing it can reduce emissions and direct pollution.

- Outsourcing Recycling
- Dividing waste materials into recyclable vs non recyclable is time consuming and never

perfect.
- Contracting waste hauling specialists allows contractors to throw all of their waste in the

same bin and let the hauling company handle the separation on the back end.
- Haulers can increase the recycling rate of a project due to their specialized techniques

rather than potential mess ups on site.
- Material Recycling on Site

- Several of the waste materials from sites can be reused in different ways such as waste
concrete being turned into aggregate and plywood being used for framing and safety
measures.

- Stormwater Stoppage
- Rainwater runoff pollution is a particularly important aspect of this project as it is near a

protected body of water.
- Silt fences can be implemented to reduce stormwater pollution escaping the site and

reaching groundwater.
- Reducing toxic materials on site can reduce the materials washed away by rain.
- Properly containing paints, cleaning materials, and coatings.
- Using sticky boot cleaning mats at all entrances and exits to the site to collect particles

from the site before they leave.
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Cost Benefit Analysis

Solar Panels
- Solar panel installation offers a 26% federal tax credit on installation costs.
- Tax credits offset cost of solar panels by 30-50%
- With cash payment, requiring 100% payment upfront for cost and 3 yr O&M, the

business will be eligible for 30% federal tax credit and 24.5% state tax credit. The
average payback period is around 2 years.

- A solar panel array on both sides of the roof is recommended for this project.
- https://www.recsolar.com/solar-for-business/
- https://sunbadger.com/are-solar-panels-really-worth-it/

Permeable Pavers
- Permeable Pavers reduce runoff by 100%
- Asphalt compares at 40%
- Permeable pavers last from 20-40 years depending on usage, similar to the average age

of an asphalt parking lot of 30 years.
- Cost of a permeable parking lot will cost from $3,000- $9,000 per 300sqft
- Our parking lot would cost $282,000-$849,000 compared to a $103,000 asphalt parking

lot.
- A permeable pavement parking lot is not recommended for this project.
- https://www.gleassociates.com/repair-or-replace-what-to-do-about-your-aging-asphalt-pa

rking-lot/#:~:text=Nothing%20lasts%20forever%2C%20and%20asphalt,lot%20depends
%20on%20many%20factors.

- http://watermanagement.ucdavis.edu/files/5414/3891/2393/A03_Terhell_Cai_Chiu_Murp
hy_ESM121_FinalReport.pdf

Rain Garden
- Using RS Means Data, the earthwork for completing a rain garden on the south and east

sides of the property comes out to:
- $1,500 for excavation
- $2,800 for seeding & mulching
- Total: $4,300 Compared to $4,400 with no rain garden
- The dollar amounts do not take into account the environmental and aesthetic

benefits of a rain garden.
- A rain garden is recommended along the south and east sides of the

landscaping on the site.
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Solar Paving
- Solar paving is a new and innovative technology that is still in its early stages, which

generally means it will be far to expensive for implementation.
- A solar panel paver is 13”x13” and costs $95.
- A full parking lot would cost $1,252,977, well beyond the $89,361 current estimate.
- A solar paved parking lot is not recommended for this project.
- https://www.pv-magazine.com/2020/04/23/solar-pavement-for-outdoor-applications/
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